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4b The neural-

network model
requires onlyfailure
histo? as input and
predictsfitwe
failures more
accurately than some
ana& models. But
the approach is ve?y
neu.

research, the concern is how to develop
general prediction models. Existing models typically rely on assumptions about development environments, the nature of
software failures,and the probability of individual failures occurring. Because all
these assumptions must be made before
the project begins, and because many projects are unique, the best you can hope for
is statistical techques that predict failure
on the basis of failure data from similar
projects. These models are called reliability-growth models because they predict
when reliabilityhas grown enough to warrant product release.
Because reliability-growth models exhibit different predictive capabilities at
different testing phases both within a project and across projects, researchers are
&ding it nearly impossible to develop a
universal model that w
illprovide accurate

predictions under all circumstances.
A p i b l e solution is to develop models
that don’t require malungassumptions about
either the development environment or extemal parameters. Recent advances in neural
networks show that they can be used in applications that involve predictions. An interesting and difficult application is time-series
prediction,which predicts a complexsequential process like reliabilitygrowth. One drawback of neural networks is that you can’t interpret the knowledge stored in theirweights
in simple terms that are drectly related to
s o h a r e metria -which is somedung you
can do with some analyhc models.
Neural-network models have a significant advantage over analytic models,
though, because they require only failure
hstory as input, no assumptions. Using
that input, the neural-network model automatically develops its own internal
model of the failure process and predicts

futurc Mires. Because it adjusts model
c o ~ n p l e stoi ~match the complexity of the
failure history, it can be more accurate
than some commonly used analpc models. In ow experiments,we found &IS to be
mle.

tion, which involves predicting an output
for some f u m e fixed point in time. In endpoint prediction, the prediction window
becomes shorter as you approach the fixed
point of interest.
Here
k+h
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TAILORING NEURAL NETWORKS
FOR PREDICTION

A=
j=k+ 1

Reliability prediction can be stated in
the folloning way. Given a sequence of
cu~iiulativeexecution times (21, ...,ik) E I&),
and the corresponding observed accumulated fiults (01, ...,ok) E o k ( t ) up to the present time t, and the cumulative execution
time a t the end of a future test session k+h,
zk+,,(t+A), predict the correspondmg cumulative f d t s ok+h(t+A).
For the prediction horizon h=l, the
prediction is cxlled the next-step prediction (also known as short-term prediction), and for h=n(>2 ) consecutive test intenals, it is known as the n-step-ahead
prediction, or long-term prediction. A type
of long-term prediction is endpoint predic- -

represents the cumulative execution time
of h consecutive future test sessions. You
can use A to predict the number of accumulated faults after some specified
amount of testing. From the predicted accumulated faults, you can infer both the
current reliability and how much testing
may be needed to meet the particular reliability criterion.
This reliability-prediction problem
can be stated in terms of a neural network
mapping:

Training the network is the process of
adjusting the neuron’s (neurons are defined in the box below) interconnection
strength using part of the software’sfailure
history. After a neural network is trained,
you can use it to predict the total number
of faults to be deteded at the end of a
future test session k+h by inputting
ik+/,(t+A).
‘The three steps of developing a neural
network for reliability prediction are specifying a suitable network architecture,
choosing the training data, and training
the network.

Spedfying an architecture. Both prediction
accuracy and resource allocation to simulation can be compromised if the architecture is not suitable. Many of the algorithms used to train neural networks
require you to decide the network archtecture ahead of time or by trial and error.
p: {(lk(t), ok(t)),
ik+h(t+A)} + Ok+h(t+A)
where (Ik(t),ok(t)) represents the failure
To provide a more suitable means of
hstory of the software system at time t selecting the appropriate network archiused in training the network and o&+/,(t+A) tecture for a project, Scott Fahlman and
is the network’s prediction.
colleagues’ developed the cascade-corre-
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WHAT ARE NEURAL NETWORKS?
Neural networks are a computational metaphor inspired
by studies of the brain and nervous system in biological organisms. They are highly idealized
mathematical models of haw
we understand the essence of
these simple nervous systems.
The basic characteristics of a
neural network are
+ It consists of many simple
processing units, called neurons, that perform a local computation on their input to produce an output.
+ Many weighted neuron
interconnectionsencode the
knowledge of the network.
+ The networkhas a leaming algorithmthat lets it automaticallydevelop internal representations.
One of the most widely
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used processing-unit models is
based on the logistic function.
The resultingtransfer function
is given by
output =

1
~

1 + e-S-

with feed-forward networks
and a variant class of recurrent
networks, calledJordan networks. We selected these two
model classes because we found
them to be more accurate in reliability predictions than other
networkmode1s.2~~

where Sum is the aggregateof
weighted inputs.
Figure Ashows the actual
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lation learning algorithm. The algorithm, neurons in the (first) hdden layer.
which dynamically constructs feed-forFeed-forward networks can propagate
ward neural networks, combines the idea activations only in the forward direction;
of incremental archtecture and learning Jordan networks, on the other hand, have
in one training algorithm. It starts with a both forward and feedback connections.
minimal network (consisting of an input
The feedback connection in the Jordan
and an output layer) and dynamically network in Figure 1b is from the output
trains and adds hidden units one by one, layer to the hidden layer through a recuruntil it builds a suitable multilayer archi- rent input unit. At time t, the recurrent
tecture.
unit receives as input the output unit's outAs the box on the facing page describes, put at time t - 1. That is, the output of the
we chose feed-forward and Jordan net- additional input unit is the same as the
works as the two classes of models most output of the network that corresponds to
suitable for our prediction experiments. the previous input pattem.
Figure l a shows a typical three-layer feedIn Figure 1b, the dashed h e represents
forward network; Figure
a fixed connection with a
l b shows a Jordan netweight of 1.0. T h i s
work.
weight copies the output
A typical feed-forward
to the additional recurneural network comprises
rent input unit and is not

The coxodecorrelation

neurons do not perform any computation;
they merely copy the input values and associate them with weights, feeding the

Output layer
(rumulstive fauhs)

t

rithm to construct both feed-forward and
Jordan networks. Figure 2 shows a typical
feed-forward network developed by the

A

cascade-correlation algorithm. The cascade network differs from the feed-forward network in Figure 1a because it has
feed-forward connections between I/O
layers, not just among hidden units.
In our experiments, all neural networks use one output unit. O n the input
layer the feed-forward nets use one
input unit; the Jordan networks use two
units, the normal input unit and the recurrent input unit.

Choosing lraitingdata. A neural network's
predictive ability can be affected by what it
learns and in what sequence. Figure 3
shows two reliability-prediction regimes:
generalization training and prediction
training.
Generalization training is the standard
way of training feed-forward networks.
During training, each input i, at time t is
associated with the corresponding output
ot. Thus the network learns to model the
actual functionahty between the independent (or input) variable and the dependent
(or output) variable.
Prediction training, on the other hand,
is the general approach for training recurrent networks. Under t h ~ straining, the
value of the input variable it at time t is
associated with the actual value ofthe output variable at time t+1. Here, the network
leams to predict outputs anticipated at the
next time step.
Thus if you combine these two training regimes with the feed-forward network and the Jordan network, you get four

1

Output loyer
(tumulotive faults)

Q,
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Input layer
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~nputlayer
(execution time)

- ~.

Figure 1. (A)A standard feed-forward network and (B) aJordan netvmk
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Figure 2. Afeed-fmward network deoeloped by the
cascade-cowelation alprithm.
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Figure 3. Two network-training regimes: (A) generalizatim trnining and (B) prediction trainhig.

before you attempt to use a neural network, you may have to represent the
problem’s U 0 variables in a range suitable
for the neural network. In the simplest
representation, you can use a direct scaling, whch scales execution time and cu, mulative faults from 0.0 to 1.0.
We did not use &IS simple representa-
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Figure 4. Endpoint predictions of neural-nemork models.

neural network prediction models: FFN
generalization, FFN prediction, JN generahzation, a n d m prediction.

Troini the network. Most feed-forward
networks and Jordan networks are trained
using a supervised learning algorithm.
Under supervised learning, the algorithm
adjusts the network weights using a quantified error feedback There are several supervised learning algorithms, but one of
the most widely used is back propagation
-an iterative procedure that adjusts network weights by pro agating the error
back into the network.
Typically,traininga neural network involves several iterations (also known as epochs). At the beginning of training, the
algorithm initializes network weights with
a set of small random values (between + 1.0
and -1.0).
During each epoch, the algorithm
presents the network with a sequence of

P
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training pairs. We used cumulative execution time as input and the corresponding
cumulative faults as the desired output to
form a training pair. The algorithm then
calculates a sum squared error between
the desired outputs and the network‘s actual outputs. It uses the gradient of the
sum squared error (with respect to
weights) to adapt the network weights so
that the error measure is smaller in future
epochs.
Training terminates when the sum
squared error is below a specified tolerance lunit.

PREDICTION EXPERIMENT
We used the testing and debugging
data fiom an actual project described by
Yoshiro Tohma and colleagues to illustrate
the prediction accuracy of neural networks.” In thls data (Toha’s Table 4), execution time was reported in terms of days

Method. Most training methods initialize neural-network weights with random
values at the beginning of training, whch
causes the network to converge to different weight sets at the end of each training
session. You can thus get different prediction results at the end of each training session. To compensate for these prediction
variations, you can take an average over a
large number of trials. In our experiment,
we trained the network with 50 random
JULY
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Model
Neural-net models
FFNgeneralization
FENprediction
JN generalization
JNprediction
Analpc models
Logarithmic
Inverse polynomial
Exponential
Power
Delayed S-shape

seeds for each training-set size and averaged their predictions.
Results. %er training the neural network with a failure history up to time t
(where t is less than the total testing and
debugging time of 44 days), you can use
the network to predict the cumulative
faults a t the end of a future testing and
debugging session.
To evaluate neural networks, you can
use the following extreme prediction horizons: the next-step prediction (at t=t+l)
and the endpoint prediction (at t=46).
Since vou alreadv know the actual cumulanve faults for those two future testing
and debuggmg sessions, you can compute
the netw&%'s-prediction. error at t. Then
the relative prediction error is given by
(predicted faults - actual faults)/actual
faults.4
Figures 4 and 6 show the relative prediction error curves of the neural network
models. In these figures the percentage
prediction error is plotted against the percentage normalized execution time t/%.
Figures 4 and 5 show the relative error
curves for endpoint predictions of neural
networks and five well-known analytic
models. Results fkom the analytic models
are included because they can provide a
better basis for evaluating neural networks. Yashwant Malaiya and colleagues
give details about the analpc models and
fitting
T h e graphs suggest
that neural networks are more accurate
than analytic models.
Table 1 gives a summary of Figures 4
and -5 in terms of average and maximum
error measures. The columns under Average error represent the following:
+ First hulfis the model's average prediction error in the first half of the testing
and debugging session.
+ Secmad half is the model's average
prediction error in the second half of the
testing and debugging session.
+ &wall is the model's average prediction error for the entire testing and debugging session.
These average error measures also suggest that neural networks are more accurate than analytlc models. First-halfresults
are interesting because the neural-net-
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Maximum error
2nd half Overall '

1 st half

Average error
2nd half Overall

7.34
6.25
4.26
5.43

1.19
1.10
3.03
2.08

3.36
2.92
3.47
3.26

10.48
8.69
11.00
7.76

2.85
3.18
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10.48
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11.00
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Figure 5.Endpoiizt pr-edictions of'nnallltic model.

work models' average prediction errors
are less than eight percent of the total defects disclosed at the end of the testing and
debugging session.
This result is significant because such
reliable predictions at early stages of testing can be valuable in long-term planning.
Among the neural network models, the
difference in accuracy is not significant;
whereas, the analpc models exhibit considerable variations. Among the analytlc
models the inverse polynomial model and
the logarithmic model seem to perform

reasonably well. The maximum prediction errors in the table show how unrealistic a model can be.
These values also suggest that the neural-network models have fewer worst-case
predictions than the analyuc models at
various phases of testing and debugging.
Figure 6 represents the next-step predictions of both the neural networks and
the analpc models. These graphs suggest
that the neural-network models have only
slightly less next-step predicrion accuracy
than the analytic ~nodels.
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the size of the training set. O n average, the
neural networks used one hidden unit
when the normalized execution time was
below 60 to 75 percent and zero hdden
units afterward. However, occasionally
two or three hidden unitswere used before
training was complete.
Though we have not shown a similar
comparison between Jordan network
models and equivalent analytlc models,
extending the feed-forward network comparison is straightforward. However, the
models developed by the Jordan network
can be more complex because of the additional feedback connection and the
weights from the additional input unit.
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Figure 6. Next-rtep predictions of neural-network models and anabttc m d e h

FFN genemlization. In h s method, with
no hidden unit, the network's actual computation is the same as a simple logistic
expression:
Model

1st half

Average error
2nd half Overall

Maximum error
1st half 2nd half Overall

~

j

1

o1 =
+

,p~0+"'1 t,)

where wo and w1 are weights from the bias
unit and the input unit, respectively, and t,
is the cumulative execution time at the end
of ith test session.
This expression is equivalent to a twoparameter logistic-function model, whose
p(tJ is given by

6.34

Table 2 shows the summary of Figure 6
in terms of average and maximum errors.
Since the neural-network models' average
errors are above the analyticmodels in the
first half by only two to four percent and
the difference in the second halfis less than
two percent, these two approaches don't
appear to be that different. But worst-case
prediction errors may suggest that the analytlc models have a slight edge over the
neural-network models. However, the difference in overall average errors is less
than two percent, which suggests that
both the neural-network models and the

7.83

7.83

analpc models have a similar next-step
prediction accuracy.

where POand p1 are parameters.
It is easy to see that P O = -wo and p1 =
-wl. Thus, training neural networks (finding weights) is the same as estimatingthese
parameters.
If the network uses one hdden unit,
the model it develops is the same as a
three-parameter model:
1
r-l(tr) =

~

1 + ,(PO+Pl 4+Pz h,)

where PO, PI, and pz are the model parameters, which are determined by
In comparing the five analytlc models weights feeding the output unit. In thls
and the neural networks in our experi- model, PO= -WO and p 1 = -u1, and pz = -wh
ment, we used the number of parameters
as a measure of complexity; the more pa- (the weight from the hidden unit). However, the output of h, is an intermediate
rameters, the more complex the model.
Since we used the cascade-correlation value computed using another two-paalgorithm for evolving network archtec- rameter logistic-function expression:
h
1
m e , the number of hdden units used to
11 +?-(U 3+"4 til
learn the problem varied, depending on

NEURAL NETWORKS VS. ANALYTIC MODELS
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Thus, the model has five parameters
that correspond to the five weights in the
network.

1

d y beginning to tap the potential ofneual-network models in reliability, but we
believe that &IS class of models will evenually offer significant benefits. We also

recognize that our approach is very new
and still needs research to demonstrate its
practicality on a broad range of software
projects.

+

FFN prediiion. In h
s model, for the network with no hidden unit, the equivalent
two-parameter model is
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where the tr-l is the cumulative execution
time at the z-lth instant.
For the network with one hidden unit,
the equivalent five-parameter model is
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1

=
+

,(PO+Pl tr-l+Pz b,)

I m p l i i n ~ .These expressions imply
that the neural-network approach develops models that can be relatively complex.
These expressionsalso suggest that neural
networks use models of varying complexity at different phases of testing. In contrast, the analyttcmodels have only two or
three parameters and their complexity remain static. Thus, the main advantage of
neural-network models is that model coniplexity is automatically adjusted to the complexity of the failure history.

W

e have demonstrated how you can
use neural-network models and
training regimes for reliability prediction.
Results with actual testing and debugging
data suggest that neural-network models
are better at endpoint predictions than ana l p c models. Though the results presented here are for only one data set, the
results are consistent with 13 other data
sets we tested.’
T h e Inajor advantages in using the
neural-network approach are
+ It is a black-box approach; the user
need not know much about the underlying
failure process of the project.
+ It is easy to adapt models of varying
complexity at different phases of testing
w i h n a project aswell as across projects
+ You can simultaneously construct a
model and estimate its parameters if you
use a training algorithm like cascade correlation.
IVe recognize that our experiments are
IEEE SOFTWARE
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